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The test of the special twisted pair controlled impedance shielded
cable called twinax was performed at the request of the Technical
Monitor, William C. Long, Manager, Spacecraft Systems Test of the
Tracking and Communications Development Division. The test was
performed for the Television Section. George D. Doland of the
Spacecraft Systems Test Section of Lockheed Electronics Company,
Inc. (LEC), was the project engineer for the test._ He conducted
i
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A series of tests was run on the controlled impedance twisted
pair shielded cable (Rockwell type MB0150-051) to determine the
frequency response and effects of mismatched termination. This
cable is also called twinax.
_	 it was determined that ,,a--
,
long length of this cable, about
100 feet, exhibits a frequency sensitive attenuation roll-off
greater than 1.5 dB down at 5 MHz. it was also determined that'
improper termination could result in losses of 1/2 to 1 dB within
the frequency range of 200 KHz to greater than 1-1/2 MHz. An
extreme mismatch could result in severe attenuation greater than
10 dB in narrow bands.
The test results suggest a possible problem where mismatched










The purpose of the test was to measure the frequency response
characteristics of the controlled impedance (Rockwell type
MB0150-051) twisted pair °shielded cable and to evaluate various
configurations of termination, impedance matching, and grounding.
This cable is used in the Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO) for trans-
mission of analog signals. The amplitude and phase responses
of cables are very significant for the wide-band video signals
used for the Shuttle television system. The band of interest
covered the range from DC to 5 MIIz. In the SSO, the cable is
terminated in approximately 75 ohms but is routed through con-
nectors that are not matched.
2.2 DESCRIPTION
Several different cable connection configurations were used
during the test. A calibration test was conducted using a short
length of cable only 2 or 3 inches long. This short cable having
negligible effect_ -provided the technique used to verify the
other components. Several cable lengths were used, one short
cable 1 foot in length, another short cable approximately ,.8--.feet
in length, and a long cable about 100 feet in length. In 'one
configuration, a twinax/triax connector was used at one end of
each cable and a BNC connector on the other. The two pieces
could be connected together to form one cable with either BNC
connectors on each end or twinax/triax connectors on each end.
They were also used separately. Another test configuration
consisted of the long cable with balanced type connectors driven
by 'a balanced signal into a balanced load.
I
2.3 TEST SYSTEM
An automatic test system was used to perform the test. The
	 r








amplitude and phase were measured using a network analyzer. Both
items were controlled by a calculator as part of-an automated
test system. The automated tact , system also included a printer,
a''plotter, and a tape cassette memory. Accessories included
50- to 75-ohm matching units, a 75-ohm isolation transformer,
cables, and feed-through terminations.
Some of the tests used a wide-band Dynair video amplifier (type
BU-1029A) with an unbalanced input and balanced output. In
other tests, a pair of amplifiers was used. Dynair amplifier
I,
	
	 type BU-229A-L-0-75••B converted an unbalanced inputto a balanced
output, whereas the Dynair amplifier type BU-229A-L-1-75-B con-
verted a balanced input signal to an unbalanced output. This
pai- of amplifiers had 7 1-'-r,hm input and output impedance.





































The general-purpose low-pass filter program for the Automatic
Test System was used in performance of the test to provide a
logarithmic frequency sweep. The number of points, starting
frequency, and end frequency parameters were entered during the
test. The frequency range covered from 50 Hz to 5 MHz, with
either 101 or 104 data points. The program provided plotted
data and printed data.
The other pretest preparations consisted of putting the connec-
tors on the cable.
3.2 SUMMARY - Or TESTS CONDUCTED
The test ,'^)nddated included the following:
a. Cables and impedance matching devices
b. Transformer and cables
c. Cables and amplifiers
d. Cables with balanced drive and load
e. Cables with balanced drive and transformer
f. Cables with unbalanced operation	 041GWr11Qtr
3.3 DISCUSSION OF OPERATIONS
The tests wereconducted on March 15, March 20, and March 21.
The initial tests were performed before the balanced driver and
receiver amplifiers were availat+le. The last test performed was
a test of the amplifiers using a cable only a few inches long.
During initial tests on March 15, it was determined that the




fault was determined and the program was altered to correct the— --
error. Since the phase respo°ise was not used as a direct measure
of performance, the tests we±,e not repeated.	 The phase data for
test 4 on March 15 are invalid, but the phase data for tests on










4. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
li
4.1 REDUCED DATA SUMMARY
The first test, March 15, provided baseline data of the test set-
up which consisted of two 50-ohm cables and two 75- to 50-ohm
matching networks, a "barrel" adapter, and a 50-ohm feedthrough
termination. The cable configuration is shown in figure 4-1.
The results are shown in figure 4-7 The response was down by
about 0.2 dB at 5 MHz with respect to the peak response.
The second test, March 15, was similar to the first, but a 50-Hz
to 20-MHz 75-ohm isolation transformer was added to the system
in lieu of the "barrel" adapter as shown in figure-4-3. The
response was down about 1/2 dB at 50 Hz and down about 3/4 dB at
5 MHz (fig. 4-4). This test was performed to determine the
effect of the transformer that was to be used to test the cable.
The third test performed utilized a cable connected from the
frequency synthesizer to the Dynair amplifier (BU-1029A) with an
unbalanced 75-ohm input and a balanced 75-ohm output. A short
cable about 1 foot long was connected to the transformer used in
test 2. The transformer output was connected to a 75-ohm cable
and terminated in a 75-ohm feedthrough terminator at the Network
Analyzer. See figure 4-5 The short cable had the shield open
at both ends for one test and tied to ground for a second test.
In each case, the results were identical (seefig.-4-6). There
was a broad 0.9 dip in the response at about 700 KHz. It was
concluded that this resulted from,a mismatch in the loading.
The fourth test, March 15, was the first test of the long twinax
cable. The test configuration was the same as that shown in
figure 4-5. In t`lis test, the phase response is invalid. Be-
cause of the mismatch at the transformer', there was a dip of
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icaused by the leakage inductance of the transformer resonating
with the shunt capacity.
Test 5 on March 15 was made using one of the twnax leads as the
signal lead on the other as the return. The return lead was
also grounde6 to the shield at one end; see figure 4-5. Although
the cable was terminated in 75 ohms, the cable was not I.roperly
operated since grounding one of the two signal leads changes the
characteristic of the cable. This is reflected by the large,
loss in signal at about 1.5 MHz; see figure 4-9. The phase
response is also invalid.
Test 6 is similar to test 5 except that the shield is roundedP	 9
at both ends; see figure_4-6. Grounding the shield at both ends
did not improve performance, see figure 4-10.
Test 7 is the same as tests 5 and 6 except that the shield was
floating; see figure 4-11. Floating the shield at both ends
permits the voltage on the shield to assume a value midway be-
tween the two inner conductors. The characteristics of the
cable are not altered, and the loss in signal amplitude at
resonant points is greatly reduced. The resonant dip slightly
below 2 MHz is apparently caused by the combination of the cable
and connectors; see fig_,.re 4-12.
The eighth and last test on March 15 was ,a system test. The
signal was fed from the Synthesizer to 	 driver amplifier
having an unbalanced input and a balanced output. The cable was
driven in a balanced mode with the shield grounded at the source 	 j
end. -7,1he output end of the cable was connected to the trans-
former and changed from balanced to unbalanced. The shield was
grounded at the load end. The signal out of the transformer was 	 Ii
S	 .
measured using--'-t he network analyzer; see figure 4-13. There is
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figure 4-14. This represents the best operation using an isola-
tion transformer. The isolation transformer with stray capacity
could be the cause of the dip in the response.
The first test on March 21 was a test of the calculator program
ae er she phase response was corrected; see figure 4-15. The
a
test was performed using only coaxial cables and matching net
works; see figure 4-1.
The second test on March 2.1 used the cables from the'first test,
the pair of amplifiers consisting of driver and .receiver ampli-
fier, and the long twinax cable; see figure-4-16. The cable is
properly matched by the balanced input of the receiver amplifier,
and there is no dip in the response; see figure 4-17. There is
a small signal at about 120 Hz, which is about 0.1 dB high. This
anomaly is attributed to 120-Hz ripple in the amplifier. The
cable shows a loss of about 2 dB'at 5 MHz.
The third test :is similar to the second test, but a much shorter
twinax cable was used. The result was less attenuation at 5 MHz,
indicating that the loss is proportional to the cable length;
see figure 4-19.
The fourth test was the same as the second test except that the
120-Hz ripple subtracted from the signal caused a dip at 120 Hz
instead of a small peak; see figure 4-19.
A final test was run on March 21 in which a very short cable
(about 3_inches) was used to connect the two amplifiers. This
curve shows a loss of about 0.4 dB at 5 MHz exclusive of any
"long twinax cable; see figure 4-20.
Data were printed for test 3 on March 20 (table 4-1). The printed
data correlated_ with the curve. The printed data is truncated
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wTABLE 4-1.- DATA LISTING FOR TEST 3 ON MARCH 20
FP-E 1).
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4.2 RESOLUTION OF ANOMALIES
The only significani
,
",  anomaly was the peak or dip in the response
at 120 Hz usinn the pair of amplifiers. This has been attributed
to internal power supply ripple and is not significant to the
test.
The phase response was not correct for several curves. The
problem in the program was corrected.
,-	 4.3 ANALYSIS PERFORMED
The results of the test were analyzed to determine the effects
of unbalanced operation of the twinax cable, the system was
calibrated, and the loss of the cable was determined.
4.4 RESULTS OBTAINED
The tests show a system loss of 0.2 dB for the cables and
matching networks at '!5 MHz and another 0.2-dB loss for the pair
of amplifiers. The -long cable (approximately 100 feet long) has
a frequency dependent attenuation of about 1-1/2 dB at 5 MHz.
5-1
5. CONCLUSIONS
It was concluded that a smooth response without resonant dip
could only-be obtazned when the cable is operated in a balanced
mode. The shield should al po be grounded at both ends for best
performance.
When long cables are used for the television signals and to
prevent an accumulation of losses at high frequencies through-
out the system, cable compensation is desired.
Mismatch at connectors has been shown to cause losses in the
signal in narrow bands in the range from 100 KHz to 2 MHz. Mis-
matched connectors in the flight cables are a potential solxrce
of problem. The flight cables should be tested to determine the
actual performance.
